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lzm Patent (liaison) Office 
10 Ava Road, Ava Tower #19-07 Singapore 329949 

Blk C-4, 13/F., Wing Hing Ind. Bldg., Hing Yip St.,Kwun Tong, Kln, H.K. 
Tel : (852)  3618-7808  9175-1482  6572-0195  (86) 755 2535-3546  FAX : (852) 3111-4197  3007-8352 

Websites: www.ycec.com  & www.ycec.net  Email: ycec_lzm@yahoo.com.hk 
 

Respectable 
Chief Secretary for Administration 
Mr. Cheung Kin-chung 
Dear Sir: 

25/F, Central Government Offices
2 Tim Mei Avenue, Tamar HK

Tel:2810-2323 3655-5273
 Fax: 28820099 28046552 

cso@cso.gov.hk
I, Lin ZhenMan, HKID D188015(3).  
I have sent a letter to Excellency on March 05, 2020 and Yao_LY director from your office 

replied by e-mail that the letter has been passing on for review by the FHB on March 12, 2020. 
Afterwards, I requited e-mail to inform who the key factor is to order the Secretary of FHB to see if it 
is possible to overrule their crime as stated in my letter and also pass me a contact phone number on 
Mar 17, 2020? But your Yao_LY director’s reply to me was still the same as before on Mar 27, 2020! 

Because the situation still critical, so I looked up to your official website to find your office phone 
call number but not can see only must ask left and right only to be told by your building security 
supervisor that your office an inferior department of epidemic prevention their phone is 2810-2938 and 
it is pick up by Miss Chan on March 20, 2020! Same peculiar, today if will to liaise at list of a judge 
with judicial officer that phone number since this year same to be missing at official website of 
jurisdiction to lead making it open and transparent for the public service before in HK’s civilization a 
basis it has disappeared! 
       Fortunately, your Miss Chan of epidemic prevention department was not the same as an 
individual assistant of LegCo Members I called previously and who listen show out the ridiculous a 
tableau, so Miss Chan already protected your dignity and she should be praised!  
    But as reported by Hospital Authority (HA) on March 20, 2020, a 22 years old policewoman was 
“confirmed diagnosis＂for a new coronary pneumonia.  But who “to draw blood the time refuse to 
wear a gauze mask, so leading to two staff of Caritas Medical Centre must be quarantined”, and that 
led to the police must openly apologize for this case to show the HA violation to turnover medicine 
logic by outside body the things to "confirmed diagnosis" to “internal” the morbidity just is illegal 
arrest to tort that already can witness that a joke is, if wearing a mask can effectively prevent epidemics, 
will the two blood drawing staffs still be infected?  

 It's just fooling people:       
First, as on March 20, 2020, by a Wireless TV reported『China CDC refers to asymptomatic 

infected will not spread in the social diffusion』, asymptomatic which is non-fever were out of its lungs 
can infect others those germs was very limited, that is recognized bacteriological non-viral infection; 
it visible today’s HA still can be asymptomatic forced by isolation order already seriously damaged the 
economy of HK has first established here! 

Second, early in 2015 the year of Middle East Respiratory Syndrome outbreak, the China Gov., 
should claims by ex-WHO Director Margaret Chan sent to steal-chicken by bluff to wash lung, but 
reported only dare to show transporting large number of ultraviolet disinfection lamp and sent to local 
hospitals, so the MERS will soon be remove!  Is HA can cheat do not know as a silly not to set up in 
hospitals?   If HA also know to install an exhaust hose near at each sickbed as a mike of flat-head if 
to be taken when necessary maybe to pull near patient’s mouth to use, if not understand the simple      
“Lung-Airstreams Epidemic Prevention Law" of medical staff who do not to wearing masks are mostly 
not affected.  Also can to tone up the air current in hospital and the filtration system not need to teach 
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by me yet?! 
Thirdly, to wearing masks will to harmfulness health and vigor of epidemic prevention was very 

limited as follows:  
a. The mask will to make the non-morbid person to breathe out those germs again enter lung 

to breed lead fever, the first harm is ahead;  
b. In particular patient of hospital if must to wear masks that equal to compel the patient 

easy to ignite other pathological changes to die early, on account of masks will make the 
wearer's lungs breathing slow down to lead the blood oxygen deficiency, so the 
rehabilitation to prolong  inevitable, so the harm have two; 

c. Especially did not to teach the “Lung-Airstreams Epidemic Prevention Law" to those 
who were quarantined and opposite order to wear a mask that lead a lot pathological 
changes consequential, which show more reactionary! 

d. The mask will only filter and reduce the germs or large cough after by the droplets which 
wanders with the germs, so the vigor of epidemic prevention was very limited! 

As seen from above, that wearing masks has limited epidemic prevention impact and it will be 
harmful to public health. So we should no longer harass the people and waste money again. So, 
Excellency you should be order at all the hospital sickbed to set up an exhaust hose at once, and the 
“Lung-Airstreams Epidemic Prevention Law" is more widely inform public…, but I forget to 
inform Miss Chan of epidemic prevention department, namely if above 60years old man by this to 
prevent fever disease beyond, every day in time of Morning, afternoon and night by their double nostril 
fiercely inhale and exhaust repeatedly over three times to become a body-building of inertia it only 
beneficial can to dilate the lung cavity with not easy to atrophy, so the vital capacity will to increased 
so again to add life-span of 10-20years, if want early to die who has no easy!  

In addition, because I already sent on March 20, 2020 a letter to tell your Excellency that by “saliva” or 
“booger” or all things external body secretion are a completely against the medical logic of "confirmed 
diagnosis" the means can not be denied that fact, especially as at www.ycec.com/HK/YellowPeril-hk.htm I 
already set up a new “yellow peril＂main page which can be seen, by SC Hui and CUHK’s dean of 
college of medicine Chan Ka-leung lately to enlist this two big medical monsters again let the 
acrobatics of "confirmed diagnosis" means to promote by deeply asleep after the stink and shit-urine 
to test this new rubbish acrobatics to make public on March 18, 2020! 

 But saliva produced after deeply sleep is the same outside the things of body, not just because of a 
long sleeping time the “saliva” is difficult have the opportunity to swallow update, because in air come 
to mouth the germs or by them to stay the viruses inevitably more and more the case, but also not same 
as the outside the things of body, so to call who are monsters name is not fake, whether？  
    Also unmistakably, since the shit-urine are from within the body, there must be virus of 
non-biological or still have as roundworm etc. and other size organisms not a life normal, still more as 
rural dogs their favorite to grab eat if children squatting to pull out of the feces, but in the air have a lot 
of bacteria, their have germs the hobby as rural dogs to smell and chase to come after and reproduce in 
the shit-urine!  Therefore, there necessarily have dead viruses and dynamic fetus available to 
cut out and still by “nucleic acid” to test the “gene sequencing” after again tell a lie for a 
positive-diagnosis, if the fetus already to dead then separate for a negative-diagnosis, also as by the 
“nucleic acid” to test anyone human the DNA of that variation does not as this too! Can it point out 
that this is in body an "invisible patient" of new coronary pneumonia? 
     No wonder in the recent ten days HK by above booing to cheat public the people of "confirmed 
diagnosis" to big increase several hundreds case and will by this cheat means for a pretense to seal of 
customhouse and restrict more than four people meeting to terrible economy of all HK by Lam Cheng 
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CE to see the media still can to “honorifics experts” by this fraud comes, yet or not?   
You’re Miss Chen of epidemic prevention department who can't deny above the facts, but only to 

sighs that the new corona pneumonia is not also being to spread the worldwide! 
 I also told the cause at before letter and as above the medicine monster used their "confirmed 

diagnosis" means of completely upside down medical logic to bring disaster worldwide the witness, as 
at main page of " Yellow Peril" that if I have time it will to renew, as now WHO Director Tedros 
Adhanom with ex-WHO Director Margaret Chan that an amazing intimate photo to purpose exposure 
after to have no way out of the Tedros Adhanom only compelled to kneel down announce to admit that 
the new corona pneumonia had spread worldwide! 

That already by evildoer means to control the WHO was very clear and obvious, also then Tedros 
Adhanom to kneel down and announce spread worldwide the next day, the college of medicine of 
HKU to pretend it was develop by them the instant test-kit of "new corona virus" already provide 
more than 40 countries those public health laboratories and have successfully used to identify local 
diagnosed patients, so this report on March 18, 2020 can to seen! 

However, if the ruling party in a democratic country still does not feint a fool to use it will be 
difficult to prevent the attacked by the opposition party, therefore, above yield of HK the rubbish means 
of "confirmed diagnosis" too become a tool of internal fighting and murder for politicians in all 
countries!  So today's fake Wuhan "new corona pneumonia" already disasters for worldwide from here! 

It is also because there is a powerful vaccine and drug consortium behind the CDC of various 
countries, if the hospital is to make public open use my invention that “wash-lung” with particularly 
effective for cancer patients that the “freezing” treatment, especially the "saturated saline" and 
“Lung-Airstreams Epidemic Prevention Law" that other my two big invention use in home of health law to 
know people of all countries after, by virus vaccines to scams money those medical consortia who will 
be majority to bankruptcy, the same, hospitals with clinics will not see 2/3!   Also because virus 
vaccines as early as fools' tools to see two “national treasure” for HK with China that by 
www.ycec.com/HK/170225.pdf can to see in this way two potential force to forcing before destruction 
of the active vaccine meritorious all HK person of the ex-EC Donald Tsang who non-evil sentenced go 
to jail that facts, and still active in many countries such as Germany, France and Italy three countries at 
present fraud to "confirmed diagnosis" those infector of "new corona pneumonia" exactly above 
specialty of HK that medical fraud too!  

In particular only for suppress and deceive the local medium can not to expose above "confirmed 
diagnosis" means of completely upside down medical logic for public and continue to be loyal the 
new crown virus dynasty only has the vaccine virus available and only can continue to deceive the 
public, such as the same year only for conceal and not ability to invention those medical monster only 
to steal use the “wash-lung” treatment of my invention only can to save the SARS calamity of HK & 
China on 2003year…, followed by more coercion ex-EC Tung Chee-hwa to withdraw give me the 
patent or non-resignation witness the history is by all HK medium to booing still can to be clear 
at www.ycec.com/advice/teror-to-resign.htm , today, to cheat medium means the one of as again to 
adulation medium notable the album of Zha Liangyong again highlight at Phoenix TV on March 18, 
2020, no wonder can be more long-lived Zha Liangyong prior to his death had to depressed self-blame 
who no a heroes also by this come on!   So all medium of HK must to self-examination at this 
time already to come yet! 
   Especially as above to down medical logic of the "confirmed diagnosis" actually is an open to tort  
Means if still no to stop the hand, then the future there must be someone will be to claim filed in the 
High Court, but see Lam Cheng CE on March 25, 2020 to admit recommend the Cheung Kui-nung for 
next office holder of Chief Justice of the Court of Final Appeal, and again pull out Pang Melissa Kaye 
of Law Society president to praised Cheung Kui-nung, but at www.ycec.com/LDBM/cacv332/2006.htm that 
CACV332/2006 case, because to involve the Poon Chiu-bong experts of Department of Health to 
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subpoena by me to confess on the court had a transcript at www.ycec.com/HK/191004.pdf that I was 
solemn report directly to the Commissioner of police to witness for the attachments 4.  
     But then this case in 2018 to re-start after, the High Court Cheung Kui-nung Chief Justice at 
once by him designated a Registrar of Appeal of the High Court to against regulations untidily order, 
then I had to complaints for Cheung Kui-nung are useless!  Therefore, I finally had complain to the 
Judiciary Administrator of High Court and by attachments to Lam Cheng can to see at 
www.ycec.com/LDBM/cacv332/180924.pdf, the CE Lam Cheng be bound to clear the Cheung Kui-nung 
only can false awakening by principle of “Judicial independence” to feint and let the “judicial process 
with Judicial decision＂two gradation to talk nonsense in the same place! 

 Even till today, why are the rudimentary judicial process in High Court still freely distorted and 
abused? So please revert at once to pass on to Lam Cheng CE with Legislative Council, if again let 
in this way that morality of rule of law lost of the Cheung Kui-nung for Chief Justice of the Court of 
Final Appeal, then in HK still have the impartial justice?  
       Also because www.ycec.com/HK/180716.pdf visible, hospitals in HK to wicked no "wash lung" 
and "freezing" two treatment open to the public only for their own friend, no wonder since the 2003 
year until now slaughtered HK people has already exceeded 300,000 peoples, while HK's younger 
generation stiff by FHB & Department of Health cheat to shot vaccine non-moron can not! 

Today’ medical monster by down medical logic of the "confirmed diagnosis" means is not to 
hesitate to damage the public benefits but only intended, if I return from Shenzhen Bay into HK then 
they will at once quarantine for me after murder, that because above to expose by me, this is because of 
the countless murders and wicked medical monsters with in my report case that six big killer who by 
any vicious mean already can to do!  

Therefore, I already requested in my previous letter asking you Excellency, under the regulation 
of 《Compulsory Quarantine of Certain Persons Arriving at HK Regulation》4., Chief Secretary you have the 
right to exempt certain individuals who maybe unaffected the “Isolation Order”, because I were to be 
Isolation I could be murdered at anytime.   Now I will formally again to apply for the exemption from 
Excellency, so please ratify, thank you! If it was rejected, then would it be possible to state the reasons 
in a written formal reply to me, whether?  

Also, I will once again tell your Excellency, as long as the two home hygiene methods of 
“Lung-Airstreams Epidemic Prevention Law" and “Saturated Saline” were known to all citizen, 
then they will not get a fever in their a lifetime, and any by fever caused other pathological changes it 
is also close to zero, extending the average life expectancy in HK to 130years old will be as easy as 
turning one's hand over, hospitals and clinics will also be greatly reduced! 

Since this is a particularly important public interest, it should not be only told me already pass on 
to Food and Health Bureau after it is over!  

Or click into www.ycec.com/HK/YellowPeril-hk.htm the two home use hygiene method was 
already faxed to 175countries in Ambassador of Beijing, Taiwan and all consulates in HK, so those 
countries too omniscience above in home use two hygiene from where, if again to conceal is that 
useful?  

This letter can be viewed at www.ycec.com/HK/200330e.pdf or change to either ycec.net or 
ycec.sg both can be to download for reading! 

Sincerely!  
 

March 30, 2020                                               D188015(3)  

                                                            林哲民  

Attachment to： 
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CE Carrie Lam                 Tel: 2878 3300  Fax: 25090580 
Teresa Cheng Secretary for Justice   Tel: 3918 4215  Fax: 39184119 
Prosecution office               Tel: 2867-2300  Fax: 28770171 
Legislative Council 70 members 
& Andrew Leung President       Tel: 3919-3919  Fax: 25217518 
President of HK Ten Colleges 
HKU  Tel: 2859 2100  Fax: 28589435   CUHK  Tel: 3943-8600  Fax: 26036197   
UST Tel: 2358 6113  Fax: 23580029   CityU  Tel: 3442-9400  Fax: 34420386   
LU  Tel: 2616-8004  Fax: 24623361   EduHK  Tel: 2948 6315  Fax: 29486314   
HKBU Tel: 3411-7950 Fax: 23387644   HKsyU  Tel: 2570-7110  Fax: 28068044   
HSU Tel: 3963 5000  Fax: 3963-5332   UHU Tel: 2972-7200  Fax: 2972-7367 
 

Commissioner of Police TANG Ping-keung     Tel: 2860-2001  Fax: 28656546   
CP Complaint Section Sheriff               Tel: 3661-1755  Fax: 22004463  
HK Bar Association   
Vice Chairman JoseaAM                Tel: 2869-0210  Fax: 2869-0189  
President of the Law Society  Pang MK        Tel: 2846-0500 Fax: 2845-0387   
Independen Commission Against Corruption 
ICAC commissione Bai Yunliu       Tel: 2826 3112  Fax: 28108956 
 

更多的傳真記錄另見 www.ycec.com/HK/200330-fax.pdf  
 
 

 




